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Wildlife Systems, Inc. was founded in 1987 with a primary focus of providing a dual 
blend of hunting services for sportsmen seeking quality outdoor adventure, as well as 
providing landowners with wildlife management services, and this enterprise concept 
remains the same today. 

WSI has worked across most regions of Texas, several other states, and multiple 
foreign countries, and the company's ability to provide adaptive services is one of the 
unique features that have allowed WSI to successfully integrate into various settings, 
regardless of the region or resources of interest. WSI currently operates hunting 
programs on approximately 700,000 acres of private land, offering hunting 

services for a variety of game species, and hosts hunts each year for clients from over 30 states. Wildlife 
consulting is provided on numerous other properties which are not enrolled under a WSI hunting program. 

The growth and continued success of WSI is a direct funtion of a support staff who share in similar 
operational philosophies developed through company training protocols, striving to offer consistent quality 
service to our hunters and landowners. From office personnel to guides, cooks to field techs, part-time, 
fulltime, and seasonal, this group of 30-40 staffers represent the heartbeat of WSI. The quality of their work has 
been featured in many national and regional magazines, several major television networks, and have received 
various recognitions including being named the 2002 Dodge Outfitter of the Year, from a cast of over 400 different 
hunting operations in North America. 

Company founder and owner, Greg Simons, is a respected wildlife biologist who has been active in his professional 
peer field for many years, serving as an officer in Texas Chapter of The Wildlife Society and Texas Wildlife Associa
tion. He is past Board Chair for San Angelo CVB, current board member of San Angelo COC, and has served on 
numerous appointed committees, including White-tailed Deer Management Committee for state of Texas, Mule Deer 
Task Force for state of Texas, is one of the founders of West Texas Deer Study Group, and has served in numerous 
other appointed positions. He has served as an expert witness in court case proceedings, and is regularly called upon 
as a resource specialist for various purposes. Simons has written many published articles and provides seminars 
around the country on various hunting, wildlife, and business related topics. 

Although there are many options throughout the hunting travel destination industry, few offer 2 5+ years of reliable 
service. "WSI is simply a phone call or email away. 
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Texas continues to be considered the premier hunting destination in the world for white-tailed deer. Home 
to over 4 million whitetails, the Lone Star State provides vast areas of privately owned lands, with a rich 
tradition in wildlife stewardship that produces large antlered bucks with high population densities. 

WSI has been well-known in the whitetail hunting arena for many years, and has developed a reputation of 
offering a variety of deer hunting packages on many different hunting properties, some that are intensively 
managed high fenced properties, and others that are large extensively managed low fenced properties. Some 
deer hunts are packaged where we are trying to find the biggest deer we can for our client, but we also offer 
management type hunts for hunters who would like to restrict their costs, while still having a great outdoor 
experience. 

Emphasis is placed on hunting from box blinds, but on some hunts we do mix it up somewhat with antler 
rattling, spot and stalk, and cruising in a vehicle. Some hunts are guided 2x1, while other hunts are guided 
1x1. Each hunting package generally includes meals, lodging, as well as skinning, caping, and quartering of 
carcass. Airport shuttle may be provided on certain hunts for an additional fee. These hunts typically take 
place in October, November, December, and early January. 

Licenses are guaranteed and non-resident deer license are $315, unless you're 16 years of age or less, which 
is reduced to $7. Hunter education certification is required for anyone that is born on or after September 2, 
1971. However, if you are less than 17 years of age and hunting with an adult, you are exempt from hunter ed 
requirement. 

Harvest success on our whitetail hunts generally approaches 100%, and our clients typically see 10-25 bucks 
per day, depending upon property and circumstances. Quality varies somewhat between ranches, but we do 
occasionally take some giant deer on our least expensive low fenced properties. 

For complete details regarding our whitetail hunting options, along with hundreds of harvest photos, check 
out our website at www.wildlifesystems.com. Go to "Hunts" and then click on "Whitetails." 
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Texas has been quietly emerging as a bona fide destination for quality mule deer hunting. Considered desert 
mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus crooki), these majestic game species are recognized by SCI under their own 
category for mule deer. Texas' large blocks of private land, combined with progressive stewardship practices, 
is a recipe for quality mule deer management which has been paying of( in recent years with more and more 
great mulies being taken on an annual basis. 

These hunts take place in the big unspoiled area of West Texas. This region is one of these most pristine 
hunting destinations in the lower 48, and this big country atmosphere adds to the recreational pleasure of 
the hunting experience. Hunting strategy is generally spot and stalk, and cruising extensive ranch roads 
using quality optics to scan the vast terrain. 

Most of our mule deer hunts are 4 days in duration, and packages provide hunters with an option of a 2x1 or 
1x1 guide. Meals, lodging on ranch, and game care is included. Airport shuttle is not provided, so hunters 
who are flying will need to rent a vehicle. 

Hunting licenses are guaranteed with non-resident fees running $315. Hunts typically take place in 
November and December. 

For complete details on our mule deer hunts, and to view our extensive library of harvest photos, go to 
www.wildlifesystems.com. Click on "Hunts" and then "Mule Deer," or click on our Photo Gallery. 



Known as speed goats of the prairie, pronghorn antelope are symbolic of the American West. Almost 
extirpated by the turn of the 19th century, these unique game animals provide great sport. No trophy room 
is complete without a pronghorn. 

This is a fun and relaxed hunt where we can hunt hunters of most any physical ability. With pronghorns 
being a diurnal animal, primarily active during daytime hours, there is no need to be in the field before 
daylight, and we can leisurely hunt through the course of the day, seeing plenty of animals in each outing. 
This is a great choice for a son/daughter, as well as a relaxed business outing for clients. 

Our hunts are conducted in New Mexico, considered one of the top states for high numbers of pronghorns 
and quality horn characteristics. Hunting in the northern portion of the state, this area is a stone's throw 
from the beautiful mountain range of the Sangre de Christos. So, hunters should build in a few extra days to 
do some sight-seeing. We put our hunters up in a motel in Clayton, and reserve a private facility near the 
motel where our chef prepares our daily meals. These are 2.5 day, 3 night programs including 2x1 guide, 
meals, lodging (double occupancy), and game care. Hunts take place in late August with comfortable 
temperatures being warm during mid-day and cool at night. Hunters should schedule their commercial 
flights into Amarillo, Texas where they can rent a vehicle and make the two hour drive to Clayton, NM. 

Hunting license is $359, and guaranteed with a landowner's voucher, which we provide as part of your 
package. Simply send us your license fees and information, and we'll have your license waiting for you upon 
your arrival. 



There's nothing quite like the thundering sounds of spring, 
when love-sick toms are gobbling on a fresh spring morning, 
advertising their presence for a willing hen. The interaction 
between a turkey hunter and their quarry can only truly be 
appreciated when you've been there and done that. Add to 
the mix, pleasant weather conditions, and beautiful countryside 
in bloom with wildflowers ifthe rains have come, and you have a 
recipe for an outdoor experience that is second to none. 

Home to more turkeys than any other state, our Rio Grande 
turkey hunts take place on several different large properties, 
where we moderate our hunting pressure to help ensure fresh 
hunting areas and good carryover of birds from one year to the 
next. Our hunters can typically expect to work numerous birds 
on a daily basis, and our success rates approach 100% every 
year. We hunt properties in the earlier South Zone, as well as the 
Northern Zone, which begins the Saturday closest to April 1. We 
generally have access to over 100,000 acres of turkey country, 
between the various places that we hunt. 

Most of our turkey packages are either 2.5 or 3 day packages, 
with 3 nights in camp. We generally book these as a 2x1 guided 
hunt, but our clients can do their own calling if they would like. 
Most packages include meals, lodging on the ranch, and game 
care. Lodging varies from 5-star to basic ranch type cabins. Most 
of our turkey hunts are 1 bird packages, with an option for a 
second bird for an additional fee. Group sizes typically vary from 
2-8 hunters per camp. Some hunts include airport shuttle for an 
additional fee. We do offer a limited number of unassisted hunts 
where no meals or guiding is provided. Please call us about 
details and availability on any of these hunts. 

Hunting licenses are guaranteed and non-resident spring turkey 
license are $126. Send us your license fee and information and 
we'll have your license waiting for you're when you arrive in 
camp. 
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Native to the Barbary Coast of Northern Africa, aoud~ep, or what some people refer to as Barbary 
sheep, were originally released into the wilds of Texas in 1957, near the town of Claude. Subsequent 
releases took place in that general area, as well as the mountainous areas of West Texas. Biologists who 
hypothesized that these exotic ungulates would do well in the Texas environ were correct, and today there 
are thousands of aoudads that freely roam various areas of Texas. 

These are unique bovids in that they have anatomical traits that are consistent with both sheep, as well as 
goats. They are aptly suited for hot, arid climates, and there preference is to localize in areas that are rocky 
and rugged. Their wary behavior, combined with keen eyesight, as well as their hardy and strong stature, 
makes these animals one of North America's most over-looked species for hunting. A free-ranging aoudad 
hunt in big country is one of the best values in sheep hunting that is to be found anywhere on the planet. 

Our hunts take place on multiple large private properties in the Alpine and Marathon area of the 
Trans-Pecos. Totaling almost 400,000 acres of raw terrain, these unique hunts are packaged as 3.5 day, 4 
night packages including meals, lodging, and an option of either a 1x1 or 2x1 guide, priced accordingly. 
Facilities are in modest ranch style cabins, or hunters may wish to stay in town and we'll reconfigure the 
arrangement to suit this adjustment. 

This is not a hunt for the meek and mild, and hunters are well served to be in decent physical shape to 
maximize their chances of getting on a big mature ram. Most of the sheep that we harvest are in the 29"-31" 
range, typically aging at 8-12 years of age, and we do take some crusher sheep each year taping over 32." 
This is not a fish shoot, and hunters should be prepared for a focused hunt, where we must sometimes comb 
through miles of terrain trying to locate a shooter ram, and once such a prospect is located, it's then "game 
on." 

Most of these hunts take place in September, October, and January through April, but we can schedule hunts 
at other times, as our exotics in Texas can be hunted year-around. License is guaranteed and is only $48. 
Hunters should fly into Midland, where they can rent a vehicle and make the 2.5-3 hour drive to our hunting 



Originally released into the wilds of Texas in the 1930s, nilgai 
antelope, which are native to India, have thrived in certain areas 
of lower South Texas. These bi.q beasts are the second lar,qest 
member of the antelope family, and perhaps the most 
difficult to anchor of any animals hunted in North America. 
When you combine their skittish behavior with their brawny 
strength, you have the makings of a truly sporty exotic game 
animal that can be hunted for a reasonable price. 

Our nilgai hunts take place on the historic H. Yturria Ranches, 
were they number in the thousands. These packages are set up 
as 2.5 day, 3 night arrangements which include 2x1 guide, 
traditional Tex/Mex cuisine, and lodging in a safari style camp. 
Truly a neat experience from a unique camp, rich in South Texas 
history. 

Hunting is primarily spot and stalk, cruising safari style, and 
setting up over water holes. We can accommodate most physical 
abilities, but for those who enjoy a taxing stalk through the 
South Texas brush, then those possibilities are looming as well. 

Hunters should fly into Harlingen, where we can provide airport 
shuttle for an additional fee. We will quarter the carcass in camp 
and cape the head for the taxidermist. Nilgai are excellent table 
fare, and for a fee, we can transport the carcass to a meat 
processor in Kingsville where you can make arrangements to 
have the animal fully processed. Non-resident hunting license 
are $48. Hunts primarily take place in September-April. You may 
want to consider combining such a hunt with whitetails or 
turkey during the spring, or perhaps another exotic game 
species. 



other Ex+ 
One of the unique things about Texas is there is always something tliat can be hunted any time of the year. 
And with no closed season, exotic game species are a good choice to fill in the void areas of your hunting 
calendar. 

We have a wide variety of exotic species to hunt, most of which takes place on high fenced game preserves. 
There are several exotic game ranches scattered around the state that we hunt, so please inquire about 
options and details. Lodging can vary from 5-star facilities to basic ranch cabins, and our group size capacity 
can vary from 1-10. 

We have many different species to consider, most from European, African, and Asian origins. Some of these 
species include axis deer, fallow deer, red deer, blackbuck antelope, nilgai antelope, blesbok, 
scimitar-horned oryx, sable, kudu, wildebeest, lechwe, zebra, biesa oryx, gemsbok, eland, waterbuck, 
springbok, addax, red sheep, aoudad sheep, mouflon sheep, and others. 

Most of these packages are set up where we charge a daily fee that includes guide, meals, and lodging, plus 
a trophy fee based upon which species is taken. We have a two day minimum, based on the number of nights 
that you are in camp, and should you be interested in multiple species, we suggest a 3-day program. 
Non-resident licenses are guaranteed and are only $48. 

0ne of the unique things about 'iitexas is there is always 
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One of the unique features about WSI is our wildlife consulting work that we provide to 
landowners and hunting operators. Wildlife biologist and company owner, Greg Simons, 
is well respected in the professional wildlife field, and with 2 5 years of working with 
operations over much of Texas, several other states, and other foreign countries. WSI is 
in a position to assist with many different wildlife and enterprise needs . . 

{ 
• Various plans for certain TPWD sanctioned permits such as , 

MLDP, TTT, DMP, and Breeder Permits. 
• Management plans as required for 1-d-1 Wildlife Valuation. 
• Enterprise plans for hunting programs. 
• Wildlife population surveys. 
• Consultation for habitat work. 
• Expert witness for legal purposes. 

Arrangements can be highly variable and our services are generally treated on a case by 
case basis, so feel free to contact us if you would like to discuss your particular needs. 

As you can see, WSI offers a variety of hunting packages, 
so we recommend that you give us a shout or drop us an 
email so that we can evaluate which hunting option may 
suit you the best. Once we have identified what hunt is of 
interest, here is the general process we follow for 
confirming plans and moving forward. 

• A Booking Agreement will be emailed to client. 
• Client will return Booking Agreement with deposit to 

confirm reservation. 
• Paid receipt will be sent to client. 
• Office Manager will coordinate with client in sending 

them pre-hunt Prep Packet materials, and assisting 
with pre-hunt needs. 

• Client returns Hunter Profile and communicates with 
WSI Office Manager regarding travel details 

( 
•A 50% deposit is due at time of booking, with balance along 

with license fees being due 30 prior to start of hunt. 
Balance not being paid on time may result in hunt 
cancellation. 

• Should hunt be cancelled for any reason, deposits will be 
forfeited unless hunter can be replaced at full price, and if 
hunter is replaced at full price, WSI will refund all monies 
less 10% of the hunt price as administrative costs and 
liquidated damages associated with such cancellation 
adjustments. 

• On hunts with trophy fees, where fees are paid at time of 
hunt, these fees MUST be paid with cash, cashier's check, or 
credit card. No exceptions, please. Credit card charges will 
be based on 3% increase on amount being charged. 

• We strongly recommend that clients purchase trip 
cancellation or travel insurance. Go to the Home Page of our 
website and click on the Travel Guard link for information 
on such trip coverage. 
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Wildlife Systems, Inc. offers a variety of exotic big game hunting opportunities on 
several properties in Texas. Due to our differing arrangements with various property 
owners, it is impossible to have a completely standardized price sheet that applies to 
all species on all properties. Thus, the prices you see listed on this sheet apply to at 
least some of our properties, but not all properties. Feel free to inquire for further 
details. 

Species Native Origin Trophy Fee Best Time 
Addax Africa $3,995 Year Around 

Axis Deer India $2,995 - $3,200 May-September 
Barasingha India $4,500 Year Around 
Beisa Oryx Africa $3,500 Year Around 

Blackbuck Antelope India $2,695 - $3,250 Year Around 
Blesbok Africa $3,700 Year Around 

Eland Africa $4,995 Year Around 
Fallow Deer Europe $2,995 - $3,500 September - January 
Gemsbuck Africa $4,400 Year Around 

Ku du Africa POR Year Around 
Lechwe (Red) Africa $3,995 Year Around 

Nyla Africa $9,500 Year Around 
\rmenian Mouflon Sheep Sardania $3,300 Year Around 

Sable Africa POR Year Around 
Scimitar Oryx (Male) Africa $2,800 - $3,295 Year Around 

Scimitar Oryx (Female) Africa $1,995 Year Around 
Springbok Africa $3,900 - $4,700 Year Around 

White-bearded Gnu Africa $3,000 Year Around 
Ostrich $750 Year Around 

Waterbuck Africa $4,400 Year Around 
Zebra Africa $2,995 Year Around 

•Inquire about other species. 
•Daily Fee - $295 per day per hunter for lxl guide service, or $225 per day per hunter for 2xl guide 
service. Daily fees include guide, meals, lodging. skinning. and caping of game. Nonhunters are $200 
per day. Dally fees do not Include alcoholic beverages, airport shuttle, or gratuities. 
•Hunter pays daily fee only if no animal is taken or wounded. Daily fee is based on number of nights 
in camp. 

Other Exotics Packages 

Free Range Aoudad Sheep - Cost is $4,995 for 3.5 day package which includes meals, lodging. guide, 
game care, one aoudad ram. Hunt takes place on large ranch in West Texas. 
Free Range Nilgai Antelope - Cost is $2,995 at H. Yturria and East Ranch, for 2.5 days which includes 
meals, lodging. guide, game care, and one nilgai bull. 

'ito book your hunt, or to inquire further about these or other WJ151 hunts, contact 
Greg Jl5imons at 325-655-0877 or email us at wildlife@wildlifesystems.com. 

You can also check out our website at wildlifesystems.com 
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La Ruda Ranch 

Trophy Hunt · $6,800 
Classic Hunt · $3,750 

Rocky Creek Ranch 
Trophy Hunt· $4,295 

Las Islas Ranch 

White-tailed Deer 
S Ranch 

Trophy Hunt· $3,795 

Scrub Oak Ranch 
Trophy Hunt· $3,795 

Longbranch 
Trophy Hunt· $3,995 

H. Yturria (La Joyal 
Trophy Hunt· $5,500 
Classic Hunt · $2,500 

Double M Ranch 
Trophy Hunt· $4,295 

Trophy Hunt· $5,000 + kill fee 

All whitetail bunts are 3-4 day packages, including guide, meals, lodging, and game care. Airport shuttle MAY be available for additional 
fee. All hunts are booked on a Orst·come, first-serve basis. We wlll bold your reservation for no more than ten days \Yltbout a deposit. 

A 50% non·refundable deposit is required. Balance ls due 30 days prior to hunt. On bunts involving trophy fees, those fees must be paid 
\Yltb cash, cashiers check, or travelers checks. NO EXCEPTIONS. Deposits are non· refundable, u11less bunter can be replaced at full price. 
It Is not WSJ's obligation to replace hunter If cancellation takes place. 

Upon receipt of deposit, we \Ylll send a cllent confirmation packet contalnig written receipt of payment;. connrmatlon letter, and contract. 

Wf;l · Your Passport to a !2uality Hunting C§.xpe:rie:nce: 
Desert Mule Deer 

A.S. Gage Ranch (lxl) 
Jobe Ranch (lxl) 
Stumberg Ranch (lxl) 

Pronghorn (New Mexico) 
(2.5 Day AJl·lnclusive) 

Nilgai Antelope 
(2.5 Day All-Inclusive) 
Yturria 
East Ranch 

Aoudad Sheep 
2xl 
lxl 
(3.5 Day All·lnclusive) 

Spring Turkey 

$6,900 
$6, 900 +kill fee 
$6,900 

$2,995 +NM Tax 

$2,995 
$2,995 

$4,500 
$4,995 

Lodge Hunts $1,195-$1,595 
(2.5 · 3 Day All-Inclusive) 
(Includes 1 bird. Inquire about additional birds.) 
Unassisted Hunts $795-$895 

Dove Hunts 
(2 Day All-Inclusive) $450-$895 

Free-Range Texas Elk Inquire on Details 

Travel 
- For those clients who are flying, WSI does include airport shuttle 
on some hunts onJy if clients are arriving and departing at certain 
tintes. O.arge for shuttle is generally $100 per vehicle round trip. lf 
client fails to schedule their fJight within those tilne periods, they 
\YiU 1nost likely need to rent a car. 
- Hunters who are driving should schedule their arrival for no 
sooner than 1:00 p.1n. the day before hunts begin, however 
3:00·4:00 p.m. is ideal. 

Hunt Inclusions 
- Most WSJ hunts are full service hunts and include 1neals, lodging, 
guides, skinning, caping, and quartering of gante, and airport 
shuttle (\Yithin provisions). P.1ost hunts include bedding, linens, 
tO\Yels and toiletries. 

Hunt Exclusions 
- WSJ does not provide alcoholic beverages, regular hunting 
equipment needed by clients, guns, or personal effects. We can 
arrange to provide guns and amino \Yit.h proper notice for an added 
fee. 
-Hunters ntust pay for hunting licenses, taxidem1y work and 
alcoholic beverages. 

Shipping Of Trophies 
- Should WSI have to ship cape and antlers to client's requested 
destination, client \Yill be charged for shipping charges, as well as a 
WSI service charge for crating/handling. 

Gratuities 
Gratuities for guides and cooks are custon1ary. Nor1nal a1nounts 

Hunt Price Gratuity Antouut/Hunter 
Up to $1,500 $150·$225 (Guide)· $50 ·$75 (Cook) 
$1,500 • $3,000 $225·$300 (Guide)· $75 ·$100 (Cook) 
$3,000 • $5,000 $300·$500 (Guide)· $100 ·$125 (Cook) 
$5,000+ 10% · 12% (Guide)· $125 · $150 (Cook) 

www.wildlifesystems.com / wildlife@wildlifesystems.com I 325-655-0877 
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